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Here the road leaves its general easterly trend, to slope sharply southward into a bay between two spurs of Shibam. Thence to Menakha there is a fairly good road, well scarped and revetted, across successive spurs and ravines.
High on the right are the soaring peaks of that great massif, and on the left its giant limbs thrust down to depths unscaleable—ravines that the road spans on tall stone culverts near their source, but which sweep down, vast and impassable, to drop sheer into the pleasant valley of Shebt, 3000 feet below.
On every accessible spot that is capable of cultivation, one looks down on dark-green coffee or garden-ground, with here and there a grove of walnut. An occasional blackberry bush grows along the edge of the precipitous road-scarp: there is quite a home-like tang about its tartish fruit, though one would not expect to be eating blackberries when the dog-rose is in bloom, which was the case here when I first went up the road in December. The c homish 5 feel of the district was much enhanced by the weather: it was so foggy that I could not see Menakha till we stumbled up its main street, though we had heard, an hour ago, the cry of Ottoman bugles through the mist.
Menakha is 7500 feet above sea-level and stands on a steep ridge formed by an arm that stretches steeply down from an offshoot of Shibam, and rises in two- giant knuckles, on which are the forts of Hadar and Beh. The town is perched on the c wrist,5 and beyond its southern outskirts, up the rise leading to the crest of Beh, is the suburb of Little Menakha, a cluster of lofty towers where well-to-do merchants dwell.
Fort Beh overlooks and completely commands the

